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Expert Level:
The award to the specialists who have made exceptional
commitments in plant science. It is the foremost prestigious
award of the entire conference and is labelled as scientific
service Achievement award. The qualification criteria for
accomplishing this award is that one should have least of 20+
years of experience within the relative field in public or
private segment. The receiver of this award ought to have a
committed interest and should take activity in researching the
later patterns and advancements towards the related subjects.
You'll designate meriting of the award through online.
Professional Level:
The Award for professional or scholastic research action
procured in Plant Science research field within the public or
private segment for specialists having research knowledge at
10+ years within the field of Plant Science with most relevant
achievements. Part-time investigate experience would be
tallied as pro-rata. It is calculated starting from the date after
you obtained the first degree entitling you to set out on a
doctorate (either within the nation in which the degree was
obtained or within the nation in which the analyst is enrolled),
indeed in the event that a doctorate was never begun or
conceived. You'll designate meriting of the grant through
online.
Scholar Level:
The conference offers Researcher Level Award for the up and
coming researchers, analysts and experts having 10+ a long
time research experience in the field of Plant Science. Our
conference would like to provide best stage to extend your
organize by sharing your investigate information at stage.
Presentation includes 25-30 minutes of oral talk on the
scientific research topics based on the theme of the conference
along with 5 minutes panel talks. You'll nominate deserving of
the award through online
Women Scientist:
Our Conference gives a special platform for women
researchers for showing most recent research ventures with an
in-depth analysis. We cordially invite women researchers and
scientists from Universities/ Industries to who have 10+ a long
time of research experience to connect the forum. We are
happy to encourage our women scientist’s members through
research awards and give assistance for women researchers in
career improvement and inquire about direction through our
collaborations. Women Scientist can nominate deserving of
the award through online.
.

Outstanding Speaker:
This award is recognizing for person who will show their
projects, strategies, and schemes that have been executed to
move forward long-term excellence in Plant Science. You'll
nominate deserving of the award through online.
Best Keynote Speaker :
This award is recognizes for best Keynote speaker who will
display their projects, strategies, and schemes that have been
executed to improve long-term excellence in Plant Science. if you
were confirmed as keynote presenter from the program manager,
you can nominate somebody meriting of the award through
online.
Best Poster Presentation:
Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to
energize students and recent graduates to show their unique
research. All acknowledged abstracts will be displayed at the
poster sessions during the conference. Conference Series points
at setting a platform for all the budding researchers and analysts
to display their real-time work and share their views and angles
related to the subject of the conference. You can nominate
somebody deserving of the award through online.

